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TECH TIPS

How To Telecommute or Work Remotely

Working from home has become a common component of many professional

careers, but having a productive work from home environment is an overlooked and

often forgotten aspect.

March 06, 2020

While working from home has become a common component of many careers, having a productive

remote-working environment is a necessary aspect of this privilege.  A laptop and a workspace alone are

often not enough to drive productivity. Having the right equipment and resources when working from

home can ensure that employees and organizations are successful.

What Do I Need to Work From Home or Remote?

Working from home or remotely requires more than a laptop. In order to set employees up for success,

organizations need to provide them with the proper tools and resources. This equipment includes desks

and furniture, collaboration and communication software, authentication and VPNs, monitors and

productivity tools.

Desks and Furniture

A desk in the office is a no-brainer, but not everyone may have a desk and office chair at home they can

use while working from home. Having a dedicated workspace is key to productivity, so office furniture

should be at the top of the work-from-home necessities list. Be conscious of the available space for this

furniture, and consider a comfortable chair with good support and a desk that can fit all your equipment,

from monitors and docking stations to notebooks and scratch pads. You may also want to consider

spending a little extra to get a standing desk converter.
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Ergotron WorkFit-S

Transform any surface into

a personalized height-

adjustable desk. Get

affordable ergonomics!

Learn More

Planar Dual Monitor -

stand

Planar's dual monitor stand

maximizes the benefits of

two monitors by making it

easier to toggle between

applications.

Learn More

VARI - Height

Adjustable Standing

Desk for Cubicles

Our Cube Corner desktop

riser model gives you a

generously wide working

space.

Learn More

Humanscale

Freedom - chair

The Freedom chair has

revolutionized the task

chair industry. 

Learn More

Authentication and VPN Software

Keeping your network secure also means being able to access that network remotely when needed, and a

work-from-home environment demands that access. Invest in authentication tools and VPN software to

enable employees to access your office network and the digital applications required to keep your

organization operating efficiently. These applications will need to be installed on each workstation, so work

with your IT team or provider to ensure that every employee’s work device is properly updated.

Additionally, make sure you provide documentation about how to use the authentication and VPN tools for

network access so employees can have that resource on hand for any questions that may come up.

Shop Now: Authentication and VPN Software

Collaboration Tools

One of the difficult aspects of working remotely is the inability to physically collaborate on projects in a

group setting. Collaboration tools can allow that teamwork to continue even when employees are working

remotely. These tools include document access and editing from multiple people at once, shared digital

workspaces to whiteboard ideas, and the ability to pass ideas and information back and forth as needed.

Even if teams aren’t all working at the same time, these tools ensure documents remain up to date and

synced for everyone who needs to work on them, regardless of when they access the files.

Shop Now: Collaboration Tools

Virtual Meeting Environments

Meetings can continue as scheduled even when the attendees are in different locations thanks to

innovations in virtual meeting environments. Hardware, such as webcams and microphones, are

connected with software that allows employees to meet virtually . That virtual meeting software includes

tools for screen sharing, giving presentation, chat rooms, and note taking. Thanks to this technology, every

presentation, chart, or video can be shared by all attendees to ensure consistent and more in-depth

communication. Recording meetings is also a feature, so team members can refer back to these

presentations later as needed.
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Shop Now: Virtual Meeting Environments

Monitors

Monitors may be one of the most overlooked aspects of working in an office, but they make a significant

difference in productivity. Being able to have multiple applications open on multiple screens ensures less

switching back and forth and quicker access to information. However, many people might not have

multiple monitors in their home, so when looking to create a work-from-home environment, make sure to

evaluate the value of having additional monitors. It’s an investment that allows employees to stay

productive and can help prevent eye strain.

HP EliteDisplay E243

Style meets substance in a

strikingly modern business

display crafted for optimal

viewing, productivity, and

ergonomics.

Learn More

Dell P2417H - LED

monitor

Increase work productivity

while ensuring user

comfort with the Dell

P2417H LED Monitor. 

Learn More

Lenovo ThinkVision

T24i-10

The 23.8" Lenovo

ThinkVision T24i-10 is a

high-performance monitor

that offers long term

productivity.

Learn More

HP EliteDisplay E223

Style meets substance in a

strikingly modern business

display crafted for optimal

viewing, productivity, and

ergonomics.

Learn More

Docking Stations, Keyboards, and Mice

Similar to monitors,  creating a home office environment will likely offer something you and your

organization won’t have at home: a setup that includes a docking station with a keyboard and mouse. A

docking station is crucial for creating a successful home work environment if you have external monitors

because it keeps all the cords organized while also dedicating some desk space to your laptop. A wireless

keyboard and mouse can also allow for easier mobility and flexibility.. Maybe most important of all,

however, is how much more comfortable this makes you and your environment. Working from home can

feel crowded and cramped if you don’t organize your workspace well, potentially reducing your

productivity.

Shop Now: Docking Stations, Keyboards, and Mice

Communication Tools
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Once completing all these software installations and hardware setups, you must make sure you don’t

forget about actually being able to communicate with your coworkers as needed. Communication tools

such as a messenger application or dedicated phone ensure that if you need to contact someone

immediately but don’t have the convenience of walking over to their desk to ask a question, you can still

easily get the information you need

Utilizing these tools and technologies will not only improve productivity but will allow employees to

seamlessly work from any location and still feel connected as if they were physically in an office.

Shop Now: Communication Tools

Additional Information

For additional information about how your organization can effectively allow for a remote-work

environment, see these resources:

White paper: Delivering the Modern Meeting Experience

It’s Time to Adopt Mobile Devices and Productivity Apps That Enable Anytime, Anyplace Work

For more work from home strategies and to get started, contact your CDW

account manager

 800.800.4239
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Choosing the Best Wireless Keyboard

and Mouse Combo for You

Wireless mice and wireless keyboards offer

convenience and freedom, but how do you find the

best combo for your needs? What are the benefits
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find a combo that works together?
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How to Choose Among the Different
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There are many different types of computer mice,

but how do you decide which one is right for your

needs? Read our buyer guide to find the best mouse

for you.
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Power New Operational Efficiencies with

Intel

See how your business can analyze and transform

data faster and more securely than ever before with

Intel Core processors.
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